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Horrorscopes
Magic Castle Immersive Overlay. The
stars have aligned for a striking soiree!
Prompted by the positioning of the
planets, the constellations of the zodiac
have overtaken The Magic Castle to
compete for a prosperous future.

Super U: Rah Rah Rollercoaster

Nautilus Coffee Co.

Dueling Coaster Concept. Supers need
sports too! Soar at Super University and
play a game of Super Ball with your
team of powerful players. It's Super U’s
most anticipated game of the season:
Heroes VS Sidekicks – and it's overtime!

Experiential Coffee Bar. NCC is an
artisanal beverage and coffee bar that
travels to those in the midst of
adventure. Called the Carts of Call, the
NCC fleet serves drinks of worldly
origins, inspired by the Nautilus Family.

Timothy Root's Peculiar Park ...

Spring Break 1969

Stay a Spell: Broom & Breakfast

Park Concept. The Peculiar Park of
Science and Sweets is the brainchild
and thesis of doctoral candidate
Timothy Root. His hypothesis? “When
sugar and science fill every mile, each
twist and turn will make you smile.”

Walk Through Haunt. Expecting to
have a gas at a 1960s beach party,
guests discover that record-high heat is
frying the brains of the beachy keen,
prompting a boiled battle for guests to
book it...without giving some skin.

Come Fly With Me...

Ocean Commotion...

Resort Overlay. With the hopes of
making Halloween more hospitable,
Willow the Welcoming Witch has
enchanted the Resort Clubhouse,
transforming it into what she calls
“Stay a Spell: Broom & Breakfast."

Blizzard Beach Forever...

Jukebox Musical. Revived from the
dead, Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin
finally head to the moon – after singing
about it for so long! The men deal with
love, loss, and what it means to be a
star... among the stars, of course!

Suspended Dark Ride. Come face to
fish and embark on a mission to save
the sea! After a breakthrough invention
allows ocean life and humans to
communicate, sea creatures call us to
investigate troubles in the big blue.

Spectacular Spoof. The magic of
Blizzard Beach is the underlying
message that glistens in the melting
snow. This nighttime spectacular takes
guests on a journey through the rise
and fall of Florida’s first ski resort.

Search Party Safari

The Cosmic Christmas Crash!

KinderCare Academy

Drive Through Experience. In the wake
of a devastating, radioactive hurricane,
The Wildlife Protection Unit is enlisting
Volunteers to help identify the
surviving species.

Christmas Pop Up. Happy Holidaliens
crashed Christmas – literally! Come
explore cosmic confusions of Christmas
conventions at the Nuclear Family crash
site on the outer rim of town.

10 Minute Play. Kindergarteners are
present for their teacher’s sudden
death. Their uninformed theories on
dying and the afterlife result in a
unique and hilarious makeshift funeral.

